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, . , orientation- that is, Woleai is falling astern,
 nth respect to the three fixed points of his or ’ roaching on the left, eventually
fiimarao is approaching ahead, and Faraulep is - MP

omes abeam and then falls to the port quarter. tQ describ e subdivisions of
With this picture m mind the use o navlgator’s viewpoint on the canoe

trip may be more easily understood r th ^ that Faraulep appears
 ns changing orientation with respect to th reS pect to the locations of
to be "moving up» or approaching one ,.a,aS whenever
the stars in the Star Path Compass, The « from the canoe through the con-

 his canoe reaches a point on course where a ^ star Path Compass next to the
trol island theoretically terminates at the  the length of a voyage,
one from which the measurement of the hatag g iui)lingag). And counting hatag
then, consists of “counting hatag” (a Proc * ur f thoSe stars of the Star Path Compass
ln practical terms is a recitation in proper ord ,

 Which during the voyage designate a course to the^C°£J°' . g put into practice.
Referring again to Fig. 21 one can see ^ ^ cQntrol island Faraulep lies

 At the beginning of a voyage from W oleai Faraulep now lies beneath Kochab
beneath Ursa major (6) 33 . After travelling one ^ PoLris (8), setting of Kochab
(7), and during the voyage it progressively paf c and when one reaches Olimarao
(9), setting of Ursa major (10), setting of Cass p (
is fixed beneath setting of Vega (12).

Woleaian navigators conceptually think of the hatag asaset-distance
 Its length, however, actually is dependent on the length of the voyage
the distance the control island lies away from the course line sai .


